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ABSTRACT

Globally, many groups have been subject to studies of genetic variation and
structure. However, studies of this sort rarely engage populations in the United States
and are often limited to analysis of continental supergroups (European, African
American, Hispanic, Native American) that cluster several ancestral origins of diverse
genetic and cultural pasts. The aim of this study is to examine the degree of mtDNA
variation in the residents of European ancestry living in North Dakota. This state, located
in north-central United States, has been relatively recently settled by European migrants
of distinct origins who originally formed isolated ethnic enclaves.
Analysis of the mtDNA hypervariable segments of 97 maternally unrelated
individuals in North Dakota revealed high diversity and admixture, inferring extensive
postsettlement gene flow. A total of 107 polymorphisms defined 88 unique haplotypes.
Haplogroups identified are indicative of western Eurasian geographic origin, with HV*
and U accounting for nearly 60% of sequences. When compared with European parent
populations, the population statistics of North Dakota demonstrated no reduction in
mtDNA diversity . Pairwise FsT comparisons revealed minimal differentiation between
the North Dakota data set and European populations. Close genetic proximity was
observed with three major European groups: Germans, Slavs, and Scandinavians.
AMOV A tests provided no significant evidence of genetic structure within the population
and suggested less stratification than is observed in European populations. Comparison
of genetic data with genealogical records allowed for deduction that the migration led to
increased gene flow and a more homogenous genetic structure of maternal ancestries in
North Dakota than may have existed among initial settlements.
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INTRODUCTION

North Dakota lies in the northernmost part of the Great Plains region of the
United States. Two key dispersal events can account for the principal settlement era of
Europeans in the area. First, attention was brought to the region at the beginning of the
19th century by sequential transportation, ranching, and farming speculations. These
ventures faintly continued for decades in what was, at the time, the Dakota Territory. As
interest diminished over time, however, few homesteads lining waterways or tracks of
expanding railroads proved to be permanent residences (Robinson, 1966). Occupation
and establishment of the region slowed until Congress, with ambitions of a
transcontinental railway in mind, reinstilled prospects by granting ownership of much of
the land to the Northern Pacific Railroad . In the beginning, emigrants were encouraged
to colonize the area through temporary free housing, job offers with the railroad's
construction, and large plots of land at low prices (Peirce, 1973 ; Sherman et al., 1988).
With the 1880s came advances in both agricultural and transport industries, as well as
population increase. Promotion of North Dakota' s land and opportunity by independent,
legislative, and commercial advocates attracted immigrants of various ethnic
backgrounds (Sherman et al. , 1988). This first phase of prosperity was short-lived,
however, as poor crop yields and an economic depression caused inflow and
development to slow tremendously before the decade was over.
By the mid-1890s, the movement had revived and the second "boom" began in
1898, with the state' s population reportedly growing 67 percent to 319,000 residents as
waves of immigrant forerunners arrived from Europe and Canada (Robinson, 1966).
While the Great Northern railway carried Scandinavian natives through the northern half
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of the state, German migrants from the Russian Empire, or German-Russians, arrived in
the southern half primarily via Northern Pacific lines (Peirce, 1973). During this period
lasting until the First World War, the number of residents doubled, and settlements
formed throughout the entirety of North Dakota (Robinson, 1966).
Over a sixty year span, hundreds of thousands of emigrants chiefly from northern
Europe had flocked to the area. The meager, preliminary state population had been
boosted to nearly 680,000 by the 1930s (Robinson, 1966). Shifts in lifestyle and climate
that accompanied the relocation proved to be a burden, and being that most newcomers
were emigrating directly from their native countries, familiar cultural surroundings especially in language - eased the transition. These influences ultimately led to a pattern
of colonization across the state in which peoples with social commonalities clustered
together. So distinct was this ethno-territorial arrangement that North Dakota' s southcentral region, for example, was dubbed the " German-Russian triangle" (Sherman et al. ,
1988). Lack of shared language, culture, and religion hindered interactions between
founding communities until more recently, as means of transport and communication
became more readily accessible and intermarriages between individuals of diverse ethnic
backgrounds became more common.
Today, descendants of over 40 different national groups of European descent live
in North Dakota (http://census.gov). The variety of heritages that comprise the
population is evident in cultural traditions, especially through annual events that North
Dakota boasts, including the Icelandic Deuce of August celebration in Mountain, and the
Norsk lfustfest festival for Scandinavian legacies held annually in Minot. According to
the 2000 United States Census, people of European backgrounds make up 92.4% of the
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state' s population, and their families had emigrated from across all of Europe. Primary
ethnic groups that settled in the area include 1) Scandinavians, 2) Germans, 3) Slavs, and
4) people of the British Isles (Sherman et al. , 1988; http://census.gov).
· Demographic processes such as migration may constrain genetic variation of
itinerant groups in comparison to their source populations. Depending on the size and
diversity of a separating population, genetic consequences such as increased rare alleles
and marked founder effects might result in the newly formed community, and isolation of
these groups increases the likelihood of apparent differentiation from the original
population (Davis et al. , 2011). Founder citizens' contribution of alleles to recently
independent gene pools varies, and successive generations is limited to inheritance of
only genes that original inhabitants possessed and so remains unique to certain
biogeographic lineages . Distinct genealogies can therefore be exposed as an outcome of
nonrandom ancestral influence on a community' s beginning genetic diversity (Bherer et
al. , 2011).
Genetic diversity and patterning within and among populations can be surveyed
through analysis of mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA). MtDNA is an easily obtained core of
biological information found abundantly in human cells and used widely in population
studies because of its haploid status and heightened variation (Pakendorf & Stoneking,
2005). The reference mitochondrial genome contains 16569 pairs of nucleotides and is
passed from mother to child, omitting recombination processes that nuclear DNA
undergoes. This feature gives mtDNA a relatively small effective population size, or
smallest population that would represent the full genetic diversity as the one being
studied, versus that of nuclear genome (Allard et al. , 2005).
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Of great importance to demographic studies is the mtDNA control region, which
contains hypervariable segments HVS-I and HVS-II (Figure 1), encompassing nucleotide
pos:tions 16024-16365 and 73-340, respectively (Allard et al., 2005). The mtDNA
hypervariable region (HVR) displays characteristically high differentiation, with
mutation rates ten-fold that of nuclear genes (Pakendorf & Stoneking, 2005). Sequence
variation results from errors in replication along with poor DNA repair, creating a
genome saturated with neutral mutations. These mutations serve as genetic "markers"
that accumulate in the genome, defining specific maternal lineages that correspond to
precise, historically outlined geographic origins (Davis et al., 2011).
These functional and morphological features make the maternally-heritable
system an advantageous tool for investigating global patterns of genetic variance in
humans. Ancestral lineages radiating from a common origin may be traced back through
history as humans spread across the
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assortments of these markers indicate
continental origin, providing
information about the evolutionary and
Figure 1. Illustration of hypervariable segment
locations in the mitochondrial DNA genome. Image
modified from http://nfstc.org.

migratory past of certain ancestral
groups (Pakendorf & Stoneking, 2005).
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Monophyletic arrangements of maternal lineages are expressed as haplogroups,
ten of which (H, HV, I, J, K, T, U, V, W, and X) depict main branches comprising
European mtDNA sequences (Vidrova et al. , 2008). Haplogroups infer relatedness based
on past divergences that formed new outlets as migratory shifts divided and isolated
populations. Genetic relatedness diminishes across physical distance, creating veiled
patterns of haplogroup distribution among communities and individuals. Observing the
geographic arrangement of lineages helps to evaluate admixture, or the degree of
assimilation of the different ethnic backgrounds constituting a population. Haplogroup
dispersal may also provide information about the heritable diversity of migrant founders
and how the genealogical contribution of each influenced the regional gene pool (Davis
et al. , 2011).
Examination of phylogeographic patterns linking global mtDNA variation and
typography has proven to be valuable in reconstructing paths of migrations and
illuminating relationships between and within populations (Brown et al., 1998; QuintanaMurci et al. , 2004; Richards et al. , 2000; Roostalu et al. , 2006; Torroni et al. , 2006).
Population stratification occurs when members of a superficially uniform community
demonstrate underlying common descent. Intensive analysis of European source
populations has revealed genetic stratification due to different ancestry within groups that
had previously been considered homogeneous (Novembre et al ., 2008; Richards et al. ,

2002). However, studies of genetic variation and structure rarely involve populations in
the United States, and research seldom delves into the fine-scale genetic structuring that
may exist in these populations, often being limited to heterogeneous continental
categories - European American, African American, Asian American, Hispanic, and
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Native American - that are better described as mosaic groups of diverse ancestral origins
with different genetic and cultural histories (Campbell et al. , 2005; Guthery et al., 2007;
Lao et al. , 2010; Yang et al. , 2010). To date, these studies include investigation of the
genetic variation, structure, and ancestry of New Hampshire's population, most of which
is of European origin (Sloan et al ., 2009); the Basque of Idaho, California, and Nevada
(Davis et al., 2011 ; Valverde et al. , 2011); the Hutterites of South Dakota (Ober et al. ,
2001 ; Pichler et al. , 2010); and Mennonite communities of Kansas and Nebraska (Melton
et al. , 2010). Thus, the extent to which migration from the Old World, followed by
several generations of intermarriage, altered original genetic variation and its distribution
in European-diaspora populations overall and in particular regions of the United States
remains largely unknown .
Investigation of genetic variation and stratification in "genetically homogeneous"
populations is crucial for not only for elucidating historic anthropological networks, but
is fundamental in advancing other scientific fields as well. Analysis of genetic markers
and rare alleles can be linked to phenotypic characteristics, suggesting which DNA
modifications may be responsible for altered disease susceptibility and contributing to
epidemiological research and personalized medical treatment (Gura, 2012; Price et al. ,
2008). Forensic applications might also be improved (Allard et al. , 2005; Pereira et al.,
2006) as collective studies of mtDNA variation provide a better understanding of the
people occupying certain areas, increasing the power of discrimination in criminal cases
and personal identification in others.
North Dakota's population offers a unique situation in which genetic
consequences imposed by human migration may be readily observed, as the state features
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substantial Old World influence, relatively recent settlement, and communities of remote
nature. Though very thorough, records of ethno-geographic data in North Dakota are
outdated and based heavily on census reports and personal recollections, both of which
can he skewed and inaccurate (Sherman, 1983). The history and cultural heritage of
different ethnic groups living in North Dakota is described well (Sherman et al. , 1988),
but research on genetic variation and its distribution across the state is non-existent.
Comparison of the state' s current populace with well-differentiated source populations in
Europe will allow for measuring relative gene exchange and identifying underlying
population stratification in what is often viewed as an ancestrally uniform group.
Providing updated data of postsettlement admixture in North Dakota will also benefit
fields of evolutionary anthropology, disease-association research, and forensics .
Goals of this study include surveying the degree of variation in the mitochondrial
HVS-I and HVS-II of current residents of European ancestry and understanding the
position of North Dakota' s recently derived, integrative population among European
parent populations. This study explores working hypotheses of whether migration from
Europe reduced genetic diversity and emphasized the genetic matrilineal structure in
communities of European ancestry living in North Dakota. Genetic data is expected to
correlate with self-reported ancestry of volunteers.
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MATERIALS & METHODS

DNA sampling and data collection
All study materials and procedures were approved by the Institutional Review
Board at the University of North Dakota (Protocol .N'!~ IRB-201202-281), and informed
consent was obtained from each participant. Questionnaires were administered to gather
information about subjects' ancestral geographic origin and birthplaces of preceding
family members and to confirm that participants were unrelated for at least two
generations as indicated by surname data. As human cheek (buccal) cells are plentiful
and easily obtained from most people, swabbing the inside of the cheek with a small
cotton applicator is an ideal , non-invasive practice in collecting sufficient DNA to be
used in research studies. Buccal swabs (Whatman) from 97 volunteers born and living in
North Dakota were collected, given number codes corresponding to the separately stored
questionnaires to assure confidentiality, and kept at-20°C in UND's Laboratory of
Human and Forensic Genetics (Starcher Hall, Room 308) for processing and analysis.
Regional distribution of collected samples according to volunteers' birthplaces is shown
in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Map of North Dakota
outlining geographic divisions used to
group residents into one of ix regional
subpopulations according to place of
birth . Modified from original National
Atlas of the United States image
(http: //nationalatlas.gov).
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Sample processing

Extraction of DNA from saliva samples was performed with Chelex 100 (BioRad), a chelating resin used to bind and remove interfering metal ions from the extraction
solution, along with proteinase K to break down unwanted nucleases that might damage
the DNA of interest (Walsh et al. , 1991). The polymerase chain reaction (PCR), a
common lab technique for ampl ifying short segments of DNA, was then used to
exponentially create copies of the target regions. This procedure employs a series of
rapid heating and cooling conditions to denature DNA' s double-helix and synthesize
copious sequence duplicates for analysis. Using the extracted DNA as a template,
amplification ofHVS-I and HVS-II was done by adding sequence-specific primers to
initiate complementary strand growth at precise points on template DNA by utilizing a
thermostable Taq polymerase to incorporate free-floating nucleotides in the appropriate
order. Primer pairs Fl5879/Rl6545 (labeled "DlF/DlR") and Fl6495/R389 (labeled
"D2F/D2R") were used in amplification and sequencing processes ofHVS-I and HVS-II,
respectively (Taylor et al. , 2001). Fragments 500 - 600 base pairs in length were
expected.
To facilitate working with minute amounts of multiple reagents, a master mix
was prepared for use in several separate reaction tubes (Table I). Making a master mix
also reduces the risk of contamination in setting up reactions and ensures accurate
volumes and equal dispersal of components in the mixture. Reactions were prepared in
0.2 mL tubes by combining 20 µL master mix with 5 µL of extracted DNA template, or
substituting molecular biology-grade water in those serving as negative controls.
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Table 1. Outline
for volumes of
reagents combined
in master mix
prior to PCR setup
and amplification

10.25 µL * _ _ =
µL PCR H2 0
5.0 µL *
=
µL 5X GoTaq Flexi Buffer
1. 5 µL *
µL Mg Ch (25 mM)
2.0 µL *
µL dNTP's (2 mM)
0.5 µL *
µL forward primer (5 µM)
0.5 µL *
µL reverse primer (5 µM)
0.25 µL * _ _ =
µL GoTAQ DNA Polymerase (5u/µL)
5.0 µL Chelex 100 Extracted DNA or PCR H 2 0 (negative control)
-

-

Cycling programs were designed based on the melting temperatures of primers
used in each reaction and expected size of am pl icon products. PCR was performed using
a 2720 Thermal Cycler (Applied Biosystems) with program conditions set as follows:
initial activation step of 2 min at 95°C, 30 cycles of amplification, and a final extension
step at 72°C for 8 min . Each cycle consisted of denaturation at 95°C for 1 min, annealing
for I min at primer-specific temperatures of 57°C for primer pair DIF/DIR or 59°C for
primer pair D2F/D2R, and elongation at 72°C for 1 min.
To ensure adequate progress in the extraction and amplification processes, PCR
products were loaded into 1.2% agarose gels and set for electrophoretic runs of 45-60
min at 100 volts. Electrophoresis makes use of the slightly negative charge that DNA
molecules carry by applying an electric current to pull products through the gel matrix
towards the positive terminal of the unit. As DNA moves through the gel, shorter
fragments travel more easily and are moved farther while larger segments remain closer
to their loading wells. Ethidium bromide that is added to the agarose solution binds DNA
and fluoresces under ultraviolet (UV) light, showing bands wherever DNA is located in
the gel . Relative size and concentration of the fragments were detected using
visualization by UV illumination of DNA products that appear as single bands (Figure 3)
relative to a molecular ladder standard run alongside samples in the gel.
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Figure 3. Agarose gel vi ewed under UV light. Molecular ladder standard is seen in Jane separating
arnplicons of HVS-1 (bands to the right of the ladder) and HVS-II (to the left).

Following PCR, reaction olutions must be filtered of remaining primers,
reagents, and unincorporated ba es in order to obtain an unadulterated concentrate of
amplified target sequences for use in subsequent procedures. Purification of PCR
products was carried out with DNA Clean & Concentrator columns (Zymo Research)
according to manufacturer' s instruction . Spin columns retain target DNA fragments in
the column membrane while they undergo a series of centrifuged washes, forcing
unwanted components through to be discarded. PCR products are then eluted and stored
for use in sequencing reactions. Purified amplicons were sequenced in both forward and
reverse directions using the BigDye Terminator v3 .1 Cycle Sequencing Kit (Life
Technologies) to foster correct interpretation of polymorphisms within the target regions,
as indeterminable results sometimes occur in one direction and several mtDNA
hypervariable segments contain length mutations termed poly-cytosine tracts that disrupt
the sequencing process. This step "tags" amplified products with fluorescently labeled
bases that are used to read the DNA equence. A final purification and concentration step
was performed via ethanol precipitation, and digital sequences were generated on an
Applied Biosystems 3100 Genetic Analyzer capillary sequencer. Resulting
electropherograms (Figure 4) were visually inspected with BioEdit and 4Peaks software
(Hall, 2007; http://nucleobytes.com). To reduce risk of contamination, each procedural
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step was performed in a separate flow hood or detached room . Negative controls were
included in extraction and amplification phases to ensure no samples exhibited
contaminants.
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Figure 4. Portion of a HVS-I sequence electropherogram. Each peak represents the base in that particular
nucleotide position. Color-coded letters above provide a text version of the sequence.

Sequences were converted to text and imported to the Molecular Evolutionary
Genetics Analysis (MEGA) program (Tamura et al., 2011) to be manually edited and
aligned with the revised Cambridge Reference Sequence (rCRS), an individual mtDNA
profile that has served as a universal reference for consistency in mtDNA research
(Andrews et al. , 1999). Aligning sample sequences highlights differences in base pair
order of the paralleled genome regions. Controlling for length polymorphisms, all sites
deviating from the rCRS in segments corresponding to nucleotide positions 16000-16400
and 40-390 for HVS-1 and HVS-11, respectively, were recorded. Variants were supported
with reexamination of electropherograms. As additional quality checks, mtDNA profiles
were subject to independent second-person confirmation of polymorphisms, and
uncommon substitutions were verified with the MITOMAP database (Ruiz-Pesini et al.,
2007), a collection of all mtDNA sequence variants on record . Obtained HVR sequences
deduced affiliation of each subject in a particular haplogroup with the use of HaploGrep
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(http://haplogrep.uibk.ac.at), an online application that equates mtDNA profiles to a
comprehensive phylogenetic tree of global human mtDNA variation (Phylotree Build 15)
(Kioss-Brandstatter et al. , 2011; van Oven & Kayser, 2008). A match percentage is
provided for each sequence submitted, noting reliability of the haplogroup assignment
based on the presence (or absence) of polymorphisms known to be associated with
lineages of that group. Sequences with a HaploGrep confidence of 80% or lower were
considered undetermined. Assigned haplogroups and subdivisions were cropped to the
most informative set of mtDNA lineages for analysis and description. Geographic
origins of the haplogroups were construed based on previous publications (Bedford,
2012; Grzybowski et al. , 2007; Loogvali et al. , 2004; Malyarchuk et al., 2002, 2008;
Metspalu et al., 2004; Pliss et al. , 2006; Quintana-Murci et al. , 2004; Reidla et al ., 2003 ;
Richards et al. , 1996, 1998, 2000, 2002; Roostalu et al. , 2006; van Oven & Kayser, 2008)
and online population genetics sources (http://eupedia.com). Though insertions and
deletions as well as heteroplasmic nucleotides were noted during visual inspection of the
sequences, these modifications were omitted during population comparison and
phylogenetic reconstruction processes.

Data analysis

Diversity within and among groups is estimated using a number of statistical tests
and models. Numbers of polymorphic sites, unique sequences - or haplotypes - in a
sample, and pairwise differences, meaning nucleotide dissimilarities between pairs
examined, are all telling of variation within a group. Population statistics including
internal diversity indices as well as measurements of genetic distance between
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populations (FsT) were calculated in accordance with the Tamura-Nei model of DNA
sequence evolution, a transition to transversion ratio of 10:1, and an alpha value of0.2
using Arlequin v3 .5 (Excoffier & Lischer, 2010). A weighted ratio is necessary to
balarice occurrence of transitions, or substitutions of nucleotides with similar chemical
structure e.g. a purine base swapped with a purine, with that of the more rare tranversion
substitutions e.g. a purine base swapped with a pyrimidine base. The alpha value used
adjusts for varying rates of differentiation along the mtDNA genome, as the mutation rate
for individual nucleotide positions fluctuates . This representative value was chosen as
the rate heterogeneity ofHVS-I is 0.26 and that ofHVS-11 is 0.13 (Meyer et al., 1999).
The Tamura-Nei model is among the most advanced models of sequence evolution,
accounting for the unequal frequency of each nucleotide base as well as the differing
rates of substitution not only for specific nucleotide positions but also for each type of
substitution.
Tests were also done to determine whether data sets showed signs of non-random,
selective evolution, such as sequence variation steered by population growth or reduction.
For evaluation of samples' demographic properties, Tajima's D (Tajima, 1989) and Fu's
Fs (Fu, 1997) neutrality statistics and Harpending's raggedness index based on mismatch
distributions descriptive of overall diversity (Rogers & Harpending, 1992) were included.
Standard errors were calculated from 1000 bootstrap replicated and significance of
measurements determined by 10,000 permutations, or the number of repeated runs
performed to give accurate results based on the sample size. Analysis of Molecular
Variance (AMOVA) was performed to assess mtDNA distribution based on haplotype
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content and frequencies within and among subgroupings of populations (Excoffier &
Lischer, 2010).

Comparison of population data sets

Demographic parameters of the North Dakota sample were equated to data on
source European populations in previous studies including Brits (Piercy et al., 1993),
Czechs (Vanecek et al. , 2004), Croatians (http://ncbi.nlm.nih.gov), Danes (Mikkelsen et
al. , 2010), Finns (Hedman et al. , 2007), French (Dubut et al., 2004), samples from
northeastern Germany (GermanNE; Poetsch et al., 2003) and southern Germany
(Germans; Lutz et al ., 1998), Icelanders (Helgason et al., 2000), Norwegians (Helgason
et al. , 2001), Poles (Malyarchuk et al., 2002), Russian samples from the nation's far
western areas surrounding Moscow (RussianW; Orekhov et al ., 1999) and south of
Moscow (RussianSW; Malyarchuk et al., 2002), Scots from Western Isles (Helgason et
al. , 2001), Slovaks (Lehocky et al., 2008), and samples from Swedes both throughout
Sweden (Swedish; Tillmar, et al. , 2010) and from the northern region ofNorrbotten
(SwedishN; Sajantila et al. , 1995). For consistency with European data sets, the North
Dakota mtDNA sequences were trimmed to include nucleotides 16024-16383 ofHVS-I
and nucleotides 72-340 of HVS-II. Comparative data sets for HVS-I alone were
restricted to nucleotides 16024-16383 . To gain insight of the relatedness of populations,
a multidimensional scaling (MDS) scatterplot was constructed using STATISTICS
software (StatSoft, Fijorek & Sokolowski, 2012) based on genetic distances between
populati ans .
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RESULTS
MtDNA diversity in North Dakota

Of the 97 individual North Dakota mtDNA HVR profiles sequenced, 88 were
found to be unique. Haplotypes of the sample set were defined by 107 substitutions in
103 different sites . Transitions accounted for 99 of the mutations while transversions
covered the remaining eight substitutions. Parallel substitutions were seen at nucleotide
sites 72, 16183 , 16239, and 16294. All but one sequence contained insertions in
cytosine-rich stretches following nucleotides 309 (49 sequences; 50.5%), 315 (96
sequences; 99%), or 16193 (11 sequences; 11.3%). Taking into consideration these
length polymorphisms, the most frequently observed haplotype for mtDNA HVR
profiles, which is also the most common sequence found in Europe (Poetsch et al., 2003),
was motif "263 315 . lC", occurring in 5 of the 97 donors .
A unimodal, bell-shaped mismatch distribution suggested recent growth of the
population (data not shown). Indices of demographic history coincide with this scenario,
as calculations for Tajima' s D statistic gave a negative value (-1.68046), Fu's Fs resulted
in a large negative (-24.4995), and a statistically significant raggedness r value (0.002819

< 0.05) was observed.
Because many comparison populations included only HVS-I data, a separate
analysis was done for this segment alone with the North Dakota sample likened to a
wider range of source populations. HVS-I contained 63 transitions and seven
transversions in 67 segregating sites, making up the majority of polymorphisms found in
the North Dakota mtDNA HVR profiles examined. Of the 97 sequences, 72 haplotypes
displayed in the HVS-I data set were unique. Most common (12 individuals, or 12.4%)
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was a sequence showing no variation from the rCRS, followed by 5.2% of individuals
with the motif"l6069 16126". The data set again illustrated population growth through
values for Tajima's D (-1.6457), Fu's Fs (-25 .0760), and a raggedness r value of 0.01096
<0.05 .
Of the compared HVR data sets, the North Dakota sample had the greatest values
for both nucleotide diversity (0.0127 ± 0.0066) and mean pairwise differences (7.98 ±
3.74) relative to eight European source populations, demonstrating maximal genetic
variation (Table 2). The Czech population followed, with a nucleotide diversity of
0.0124 and mean pairwise differences at 7.80. Minimal genetic variation was found in
the French sample, having a nucleotide diversity of 0.0104 and mean pairwise difference
value of 6.57. For all data sets, Tajima's D, ranging from -1.6476 to -2.1046, and Fu's
Fs, from -23 .9577 to -24.4995, again implied population growth.

Table 2. Molecular indices for HVR data of North Dakota sample along with eight European populations.

HVRData
Sample
size

Nucleotide diversity

Mean number of
pairwise differences

North Dakota

97

0.012694 ± 0.006590

7.984612 ± 3.742457

Czech

177

0.012405 ± 0.006422

7.802867 ± 3.649835

Danish

201

0.012306 ± 0.006370

7.740695 ± 3.621076

French

209

0.010442 ± 0.005482

6.568265 ± 3.116320

German Northeast

297

0.011049 ± 0.005762

6.949524 ± 3.276519

Polish

436

0.012126 ± 0.006268

7.627239 ± 3.564420

Russian Southwest

201

0.012162 ± 0.006302

7.650165 ± 3.582162

Slovak

367

0.011089 ± 0.005778

6.975276 ± 3.285845

Swedish

296

0.012001 ± 0.006215

7.548467 ± 3.533784

Population
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As for HVS-I data, populations showed nucleotide diversity oscillating between
0.0105 and 0.0137, with the Czech sample exhibiting the highest variation and the
Germans sample displaying the least (Table 3). Mean pairwise differences presented a
similar pattern, as the value for Czechs (4.93) inferred much variability relative to the
Germans sample (3.76). Comparatively, North Dakota was still among the most diverse,
harboring a nucleotide diversity of 0.0131 ± 0.0072 and mean pairwise difference of
4.71± 2.33 , each of which were only topped by 4 of the 17 comparative groups. All
populations had demographic parameters characteristic of population expansion, with
statistics for Tajima' s D ranging from -1.3762 to -2.1416 and Fu's Fs between -24.3760
and -25 .6635 .

Geographic origin of mtDNA haplogroups found in North Dakota
HVR haplotypes of the North Dakota sample belonged to nine major haplogroups
including HVO, H, J, K, NI , T, U, W, and X. Table 4 shows a summary of the
haplogroup frequencies found in North Dakota. Individual HVR profiles and assigned
haplogroups as well as percent matches can be found in Appendix 1. Five HVR profiles
received haplogroup match confidences ~ 80%, and were subsequently deemed to have
an undetermined haplogroup assignment. All identified haplogroups were descriptive of
western Eurasian origin, falling under either macrohaplogroup Nor R.
Macrohaplogroup R encompasses phylogenetic divisions HVO, H, J, K, T, and U
found in the sample (van Oven & Kayser, 2008). Sequences of haplogroup HV*
derivatives HVO and H were found to be most frequent, accounting for 35 HVR profiles,
or 36.1% of the sample. His the most commonly observed haplogroup in European
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Table 3. Molecular indices for HVS-I data of North Dakota sample along with 17 European populations.

HVS-1 Data
Sample
Population
size

Mean number of
Nucleotide diversity
pairwise differences

North Dakota

97

0.013079 ± 0.007154

4.708448 ± 2.325117

British

89

0.012341 ± 0.006805

4.442640 ± 2.211359

Croatian

59

0.011418 ± 0.006398

4.110629 ± 2.076746

Czech

177

0.013704 ± 0.007419

4.933445 ± 2.413421

Danish

201

0.012987 ± 0.007071

4.675279 ± 2.300521

Finnish

200

0.012496 ± 0.006837

4.498726 ± 2.224217

French

209

0.011695 ± 0.006451

4.210188 ± 2.098947

German Northeast

297

0.011374 ± 0.006289

4.094713 ± 2.046534

German South

200

0.0 10455 ± 0.005858

3.763711 ± 1.905709

Icelandic

392

0.013241 ± 0.007185

4.713946 ± 2.312614

Norwegian

314

0.011261 ± 0.006233

4.054005 ± 2.028610

Polish

436

0.013204 ± 0.007156

4.753363 ± 2.329124

Russian Southwest

201

0.013211 ± 0.007179

4.756082 ± 2.335447

Russian West

103

0.0 11995 ± 0.006628

4.318377 ± 2.154555

Scottish West Isles

179

0.012944 ± 0.007055

4.660017 ± 2.295081

Slovak

367

0.011875 ± 0.006524

4.275051 ± 2.123429

Swedish

296

0.012197 ± 0.006682

4.390952 ± 2.174676

Swedish North

32

0.013008 ± 0.007278

4.682993 ± 2.355441
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populations, representing just under half of the continent's entire mtDNA pool and a
portion of western Asian populations as well, with around 25% occurrence in the Near
East and the northern Caucasus (Pliss et al., 2006; Richards et al., 2000). Roughly onethird of HVS-I haplotypes defining H lineages are exact matches to the rCRS, yet, with
57 subdivisions, the amount of variation within the haplogroup dwarfs that of any other
European-based phylogeny (Loogvali et al., 2004). Differentiation within this vast
continental category was apparent through a number of existing subdivisions, pooling
members ofHVO (formerly pre-V) (4.1%), Hl (8.2%),
Table 4. Haplogroup frequencies
for North Dakota sample. Bold
text denotes cumulative data for
integrated subclades. Incidences
of infrequent subdivisions are not
listed but are accounted for in
collective percent value . "Clades
of haplogroups are indented.

Haplogroup
3
or clade

Frequency
(%)

T

35.1
4.1
30.9
9.3
10.3

u

23.7

HV*

HYO
H
J

U3
U4

3.1

us

13.4

K
N1
I

6.2
7.2

H2 (12.4%), HS (3.1 %), H6 (2.1%), and Hl 1 (2.1%),
along with H3, HlO, H22, and H3 l each denoting 1.0%
of the sample.
HVO is thought to have originated in the
northwest part of Africa, from where it
dispersed throughout Europe and has its highest
modern incidences in the Near and Middle East
and the Caucasus (Richards et al., 2002). Hl is
the most abundant of all H branches in Europe,
constituting approximately 13% of the
continent's gene pool. Its prominence is in the
Iberian Peninsula region, covering nearly half

2.1

w

1.0
2.1

X

4.1

of all H genomes (Loogvali et al ., 2004), and
extends with high frequency into the rest of
Europe, Near East, Caucasus, and Central Asia
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(Roostalu et al. , 2006). Particularly, the Hlb subclade defined by three sequences
is more often dispersed in eastern and north-central European populations. Also present
primarily in western European populations is H3 , comprising almost 12% of the H gene
pool (Loogvali et al ., 2004). HS lineages are found scattered through areas of western
Eurasia in minor frequencies (Roostalu et al. , 2006). Diversely, the H2 clade is more
descriptive of eastern Europe and Central Asia, with H2a comprising 6.S% of haplogroup
H lineages in eastern Europe versus 1.1 % in western Europe (Loogvali et al., 2004).
Subclade H2a represented a good portion of the North Dakota sample and also contained
the single phylogenetic assignment most frequently seen in the North Dakota sample,
H2a2a, under which 10 sequences (10.3%) were categorized. Phylogeographic
information for the remaining haplogroup H branches is limited.
Next most common was haplogroup U, accounting for 23 .7% of volunteers. US
was most abundant of the U subdivisions found in North Dakota, just as it's known to be
in Europe, denoting 13 sequences (13.4%). The US clade is found throughout Eurasia,
with its highest frequencies nearing 30% in select northern European groups including
Finns, Estonians, and Saami people (Grzybowski et al., 2007). Its incidence also in the
Near East is irregular but remains apparent, supporting theories of an ancient common
origin with more recent back-migration and evolution in Europe (Richards et al., 2000).
Haplotypes at this outlet could be further allocated to factions USal (6.2%), USa2
(1.0%), USbl (S .2%), and USb3 (1.0%). The North Dakota sample had three profiles
categorized under the USb 1b 1 subclade, two of which were congruent with the "Saami
motif' transitions at " 16144 16189 16270 " (Grzybowski et al., 2007).
U4 covered 6.2% of the remaining haplogroup U gene pool, followed by U3
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(3 .1%) and U8 (1.0%). The U4 branch reaches high frequencies (6-9%) in certain eastern
European and Bal to-Slavic populations but is found together with other clades throughout
Europe and Russia, accounting for about 3.5% of mtDNA sequences (Malyarchuk et al.,
2008). U3 has its origin in western Asia (Quintana-Murci et al., 2004) and is found at a
low frequency (1-2%) in Europe, having its highest occurrence around 5% in Ukraine and
Belorussia (http ://eupedia.com). The sole U8 lineage found, U8a, is linked to mtDNA of
populations in Poland and northwestern Russia (Grzybowski et al. , 2007). Haplogroup
K, a subhaplogroup ofU8, was defined by seven sequences (7.2%), six of which depicted
Kl lineages (4 Kla; 2 Klc) . This mirrors the 3-8% occurrence of K averaged across
Eurasian populations, with the haplogroup' s highest frequencies (around 10%) seen in
Denmark, Ireland, parts of France, and northern Italy (Malyarchuk et al. , 2002; Richards
et al. , 1998; Torroni et al. , 1996).
Lineages deriving commonly from haplogroup JT comprised one-fifth of the
North Dakota sample. These groups show greater variation in populations of the Near
East that in those of Europe (Richards et al. , 2000). Haplogroup Twas identified by 10
sequences (10.3%), with three fitting more specifically under the Tl branch and six under
T2. This haplogroup is noted for its broad geographical association, appearing
throughout western Asia and Europe (Bedford, 2012; Richards et al. , 1996), comprising
almost 10% of European lineages and around 8% of Near Eastern mtDNAs (Pala et al.
2012). Both Tl and T2 have their highest occurrences (15%) in populations of the
Volga-Ural region and are relatively common across southeastern Europe as well
(http://eupedia.com). Haplogroup J constituted 9.3% of the North Dakota sample, with
sequences belonging primarily to the Jlc subclade (seven sequences) and the remaining
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two representing lineages of Jlb and J2a. Haplogroup J is widely dispersed across
Eurasia, with frequencies over 10% in select, scattered areas of Europe. Jl is thought to
have originated in western Asia and has greater occurrences in Central Asia (3-9%) while
J2 lineages are more frequent in the Near East, with few European subdivisions (Pala et
al. 2012; Quintana-Murci et al. 2004) .
Macrohaplogroup N portrayed one-tenth of the North Dakota sample containing
lineages of haplogroups W, X, and Nl , which is inclusive of haplogroup I. Haplogroup
X was defined by four sequences distributed evenly between the X2a and X2b subclades.
This haplogroup' s highest frequency in Europe (4-5%) occurs in northern Italy, with the
X2 branch containing profiles found across Mediterranean Europe, the Near East and
Caucasus, and, more rarely, stretching into western and central Asia, Siberia, and North
Africa. Despite X2 ' s extensive distribution, the clade represents only a small fraction
(<5%) of West Eurasian mtDNAs (Reidla et al. , 2003).
Haplogroup Nl accounted for 2.1% of the North Dakota sample. The Nlb
subclade observed likely originated in the Near East and eastern Eurasia, as the incidence
of macrohaplogroup N branches prevails in these regions (Richards et al., 2000). A single
sequence embodied haplogroup I's presence, specifically outlining subclade Ba.
Haplogroup I is rather uncommon, and the I3 clade can be linked specifically to
populations of northwestern Europe (Behar et al . 2012; Richards et al . 1998).
Haplogroup W was represented by two sequences in the North Dakota sample.
This haplogroup is common in Balta-Slavic populations, also reaching a high frequency
(9.6%) in Finns. Wis found in southern and central Asia at frequencies up to 2%, and
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rarely also throughout Europe (Metspalu et al. 2004; Richards et al. 1998;
http://eupedia.com).

Genealogical record of maternal ancestry in North Dakota
Collected genealogical data showed that people came to North Dakota from a
number of existing European countries and some countries that dissolved from the
political map during the 20th century . Ancestral origins of North Dakota donors were
inferred from questionnaire sections describing where in the Old World their maternal
relatives had emigrated from combined, in cases where multiple countries were listed,
with the earliest known maternal surname. Self-reported genealogical backgrounds, after
being adjusted to coincide with modem political boundaries, chiefly included German
(36.1%), Norwegian (33 .0%), Swedish (5.3%), and Czech and English (4.3% each).
Irish, Scottish, and French heritage was represented at 3 .1 % apiece, and the remainders of
European ties were covered by 1.1 % each of Dutch, Finnish, Greek, Luxembourgian,
Polish, Slovak, or Ukrainian ancestry . From information provided by volunteers, the
North Dakota population represents a product of immigration, settlement, and admixture
of Europeans of diverse ethnic background, notably of German or Norwegian ancestry .

North Dakota mtDNA pool among European source population data
Pairwise FsT values were calculated to understand the position of the North
Dakota mtDNA pool among autochthonous European populations. This parameter
measures differentiation between groups, with a value of one indicating maximum
demarcation. Overall , the North Dakota sample is similar to source populations of
German , Slavonic , and Scandinavian origins. Statistically significant genetic distance
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was demonstrated with only three populations, from Finland (FsT = 0.00615; P
0.03188), Iceland (FsT = 0.01283; P

=

0.00059), and the Scottish Western Isles (FsT =

=

0.01064; P = 0.00366).

In order to place the North Dakota sample within the European mtDNA
framework, MDS analysis was carried out (Quinn & Keough, 2002). The resulting twodimensional MDS scatterplot supported by a stress value of O.13 5 demonstrated nonarbitrary clustering of North Dakotans together with Russians, Germans from southern
Germany, and Swedes (Figure 5). Populations aggregating around the first group
included Poles, Germans from northeastern Germany, Czechs, British, and Slovaks.
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Norwegians were more distant from the cluster than all other populations
excluding Finns and Icelanders, who were most isolated in the first dimension, and the
Scots from Western Isles secluded in the second dimension . We cannot identify factors
that contributed to each of the two MDS dimensions. However, when considered
separately, each provides a different story. In the first dimension, Icelanders and
Norwegians have the lowest distances to the North Dakota population, while in the
second dimension lowest distances to the North Dakota sample are seen with Swedes and
Poles.

Genetic structure in North Dakota

AMOVA was used to test the genetic structure in North Dakota by outlining the
percentage of genetic variation distributed among and within subpopulations. Several
geographical and ethnic arrangements of putative subpopulations were explored, with
divisions based on historical , economic, and ethnic factors that steered the settlement of
the state (Sherman, 1983 ; Sherman et al. , 1988). First, population subdivision was
examined based on participants' self-reported maternal ancestry by comparing those of
German versus Scandinavian (Norwegian and Swedish) background in one test and
groups of German, Scandinavian, Briti sh, or Slavonic ethnicity in another. Second,
North Dakotans were separated according to their places of birth . Participants born in
towns with populations over 5,000 were considered "urban", and those born in towns
with Jess than 5,000 residents were grouped as "rural". Finally, the North Dakota
population was divided into six regional subpopulations (West, Center, North, East,
Southeast, or South) as depicted in Figure 2, again based on birthplace.
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Table 5. AMOV A re ult of genetic variation within and among grouped arrangement of orth Dakota
subpopulation and European source population . ample ize (n) is as follows for groups of populations:
"German" n = 497 ; "Scandinavian" n = 843, " lavonic" n = 1284, and "Icelandic" n = 392.

% variation

P-value

Among populations

0.16

Within populations

99.84

0.00098 ±
0.00098

German vs Scandinavian vs Slavonic

German vs Scandinavian vs Slavonic vs Icelandic

Among populations

0.34

Within populations

99.66

0.00000 ±
0.00000

North Dakota sub o ulations
Rural vs Urban

Among populations

-0.83

Within populations

100.83

0.89932 ±
0.01162

German vs Scandinavian ancestry

Among populations
Within populations

-0.05
100.05

0.46823 ±
0.01310

German vs Scandinavian vs Slavonic vs British Isles ancestry

Among populations
Within populations

-0.06
100.06

0.49267 ±
0.01875

Six regional subpopulations

Among populations
Within populations

0.75
99.25

0. 19159 ±
0.01351

The AMOV A test demonstrated genetic homogeneity for the arrangements of
subpopulations in North Dakota (Table 5). Approximately 100% of the total genetic
variance is expressed within ethnic groups of different ancestry as well as within the
"urban" and "rural " groups, inferring no apparent genetic differentiation between the
divisions. Minor but statistically non-significant differentiation was revealed between six
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geographical regions of orth Dakota with 0.75% of the genetic variance (P = 0.19159)
explained by differences between subpopulations.
AMOVA suggested less population stratification among North Dakota resident
subdivisions than in European populaces used for the comparison study (Table 5). Tests
performed with HVS-1 source population data similarly split into three groups labeled
Slavonic (Czech, Polish, RussianSW, RussianW, and Slovak data), Scandinavian
(Danish, Swedish, SwedishN, and Norwegian data), and Germans (GermanNE and
Germans data) also calculated little variation (0.16%) among populations, though this
value was deemed significant (P = 0.00782) unlike results in the North Dakota AMOVA
tests. The same scenario was reached when a fourth group, Icelanders, was added,
increasing variation among populations to 0.34% (FsT= 0.00343) while reducing the Pvalue entirely.

DISCUSSION
Variation of mtDNA and its geographical associations have been analyzed in
numerous human populations around the globe. In contrast to many other countries,
research on mtDNA diversity of ethnic groups living in the United States is mostly
limited to categorization into vast, heterogeneous supergroups. Communities of
European ancestry that are presumed homogeneous are among most neglected. Studies
of genetic variation and structure in these groups remain fundamental for true advances in
medical and forensic genetics as well as for reconstructing and understanding the history
of human migration and colonization .
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A population genetics study recently conducted in

ew Hampshire demonstrated

that genetic structure due to influx of ethnically distinct immigrants from eastern Europe
e~ists in the state whose population was previously considered ancestrally uniform and
highly admixed, with 96% of residents having European ancestry (Sloan et al., 2009).
The New Hampshire study was carried out using single nucleotide polymorphisms in the
nuclear genome, but mtDNA analysis is also capable of detecting micro-differentiation of
small groups both in North America and Europe, e.g., in Mennonite communities from
the Midwest United States, in small populations of the Asturians in Spain, among Eastern
and Western Slavs in Russia and Poland, ethnic groups living the eastern Italian Alps and
the Transylvania area in Romania, and in France (Brandstatter et al., 2007; Coia et al.,
2012; Dubut et al. , 2004; Grzybowski et al., 2007; Melton et al., 2010; Pardinas et al.,
2012).
This study evaluated variation of mtDNA in the North Dakota population, which
is also regarded as having a homogeneous European background. The sample's mtDNA
data was then equated to self-reported maternal ancestry . The first hypothesis tested was
whether emigration from Europe to North Dakota has reduced the genetic diversity in
communities of European ancestry . Previous studies have demonstrated different effects
on the mtDNA diversity of European communities in North America due to recent
migrations. The Basque population living in Idaho, when compared to Basques in Spain,
displayed a loss of genetic diversity as a result of founder effects (Davis et al., 2011).
Conversely, the Quebec population of primarily French descent does not appear
significantly different in the degree of mtDNA variation compared to European
populations (Moreau et al ., 2007).
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Our analysis of the North Dakota sample included parameters such as the number
of different haplotypes along with the haplogroup each defined, nucleotide diversity, the
mean number of pairwise nucleotide differences, as well as Tajima's D and Fu's Fs
stati-stics. These considerations were all unable to detect reduction in mtDNA diversity or
impacts by founder events in the North Dakota population. Even more, slightly higher
mtDNA diversity is seen in North Dakota than in many European populations.
The mechanism behind this change is not completely clear but can likely be
explained by two processes. First, immigrants came to North Dakota from several
European countries and constituted over 40 ethnic groups (Sherman, 1983;
http ://census.gov). The influx of immigrants from across such a broad territory brought
mtDNA lineages found in virtually every part of Europe. Second, because many
volunteers' predecessors came to North Dakota before or at the turn of the 20th century, it
may be postulated that the increased mtDNA variation found in North Dakota reflects a
higher level of mtDNA diversity that existed in Europe prior to the First and Second
World Wars and local conflicts during the last century that led to drastic shifts in national
borderlines. Effects these 20 111 century divergences may have had on mtDNA diversity in
Europe are unknown; however, consequences of political processes on Y-chromosome
variation in Poland and Germany have been verified (Kayser et al., 2005; Rebala et al.,
2013).

Next, the hypothesis was tested of whether North Dakota's mtDNA data
correlates with self-reported maternal ancestries of residents . From mtDNA, it can be
exhibited that either strong associations exist between genetic structure and self-reported
ancestry, like was observed in Australia (Byrne et al. , 2008) or that such correspondence
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is lacking, as was seen in admixed Colombian populations (Salas et al., 2008). The
majority of donors in North Dakota reported German or Norwegian maternal ancestry.
ft..nalysis of genetic distance and the two-dimensional MDS scatterplot both placed the
North Dakota sample centroid to many European populations, with closest proximity to
Germans, Russians, and Swedes. In general, this correlates with the German-SlavonicScandinavian background of donors and many communities in North Dakota. The
Norwegian group ' s more remote location in the MDS scatterplot somewhat contradicts
volunteers ' self-reported maternal ancestry . However, it is the second closest population
to North Dakotans in the second dimension, after Icelanders.
Positioning of the North Dakota sample may be attributed to the complex history
of settlement in North Dakota followed by increased gene flow between once-isolated
ethnic communities of Scandinavian, German, and Slavonic origins during the last
decades . The close proximity between Russians and North Dakotans may be rationalized
by the many German-speaking migrants that came to North Dakota not from within
contemporary German borders but from other countries, especially Russia and Ukraine
(Sherman et al. , 1988), thus carrying with them mtDNA lineages descriptive of the
eastern European genetic landscape. The substantial distance between populations of
North Dakota and Norway versus that between North Dakota and Sweden may be a result
of the union amongst Norway and Sweden in 1814-1905 and subsequent changes in the
distribution of mtDNA lineages throughout recent history. The closer proximity of North
Dakota with Denmark than with Norway is similarly supported. Both Denmark and
Norway have an extensive history of unity from 1380-1814 (Rying, 1988) that would
have theoretically enhanced gene flow between the countries. Additionally, records of
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fused ethnic backgrounds may have been misinterpreted or forgotten upon emigration to
the United States, and such relationships are therefore inaccurate or not reflected in selfdeclared genealogies of current residents at all.
Finally, the third hypothesis was tested for whether genetic matrilineal structure
exists between different ethnic groups, urban and rural communities, or separate
geographic regions of North Dakota. It appears that genetic stratification originally
observed among disctint European founder populations has been eradicated in the state's
postsettlement era. Demographic data of our donors shows that many families in North
Dakota have records of intermarriage between ancestors of particular European origins in
previous generations. It can be concluded that the decades of mixed marriages between
immigrants has led to increased gene flow between once-isolated ethnic communities
and, therefore, depleted much of the genetic structure that may have existed among initial
settlements.
Though this study depicted a rather homogeneous scene of mtDNA haplogroup
distribution, it' s not to say genetic stratification is completely absent from North Dakota.
As the mitochondrial HVR represents merely a fraction of human hereditary systems, it
discloses only a portion of potential genetic structure in groups, whereas investigation of
mtDNA polymorphisms outside of the HVR may further distinguish specific
subdivisions, as in the extensive branching in haplogroup H, for example. Studies
involving examination of the full mitochondrial genome or using alternative methods
such as Y-chromosome analysis or microsatellite typing may unearth a more complete
depiction of the multifaceted portrayal of human population genetics. Also, broadening
the data set to ensure inclusion of North Dakota residents with particular ethnic
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backgrounds would provide a more accurate evaluation of mtDNA variation and
distribution in the region . Additional research using these genetic systems holds welfare
not only for a range of scientific fields, but also for the people of present-day North
Dakota in better understanding their ancestral past, individually and as a whole.
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Appendix 1 - Individual HVR profiles of the North Dakota sample with assigned hap lo groups and match percentages. All substitutions are
transitions unless otherwise noted by nucleotide derived in this study. *Sequences with match< 80% could not be confidently assigned to the
given haplogroup and were not included in resulting haplogroup percentages.
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